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In-Situ Measurement of Current Distribution in a Li-Ion Cell
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This paper reports in-situ measurements of current distribution in a Li-ion battery using a newly developed pouch cell with a
segmented electrode. It is shown that current distribution is non-uniform from the beginning of discharge and evolves dramatically
as discharge proceeds. Initially, segments closer to the negative tab generate higher local currents, which is attributed to the ohmic
potential drop along the negative current collector. However, toward the end of discharge the current distribution reverses in pattern
due to local SOC non-uniformity developed by uneven current production in early stages. Current distribution is more uniform at
lower C rates and lower temperatures. In cells operated close to the equilibrium (e.g. at low C-rates or higher temperatures), current
distribution tends to be wavy as it is dominated by the SOC non-uniformity effect and reflective of multiple plateaus in the open-circuit
voltage vs. SOC curve. In contrast, current distribution exhibits a monotonic variation in cells operated at highly non-equilibrium
as the ohmic potential drop along the current collector becomes more controlling. Local SOC distribution is calculated based on
measured local currents. The SOC distribution is found not uniform, even at cutoff during high C rate discharge, suggesting strongly
under-utilization of active materials.
© 2013 The Electrochemical Society. [DOI: 10.1149/2.046304jes] All rights reserved.
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With high energy density, low self-discharge and long cycle life,
the Li-ion battery has become the dominant power source for man-
portable electronics since its commercialization in early 1990s.1 In re-
cent years, its application in electric vehicles has been proliferated.1,2

As compared to application in consumer electronics, the application of
Li-ion battery in electric vehicles is much more demanding in terms
of energy and power density, safety, durability and cost. Although
much progress has been made, grand challenges remain.3–6 In partic-
ular, how to unlock the potential of existing Li battery materials and
to scale up Li-ion cells to 10-100 Ah sizes without substantial loss
in performance, durability and safety remains a key technological
challenge.

Large Li-ion batteries are critical for vehicle and grid energy stor-
age that would enable a sustainable energy future. In large-format Li-
ion batteries, especially cylindrical and prismatic ones in which elec-
trodes, separators and current collectors are wound or multi-layered,
the pathways of current (e.g. through foil current collectors) and heat
(e.g. through multi-layer rolls from inside to outside) are typically
not equal at different locations of electrodes. Through complex in-
teractions among the local reaction current, state of charge (SOC)
and temperature, non-uniform spatial distribution of these critical pa-
rameters is inevitable, especially during high C-rate operation. These
non-uniform distributions will lead to under-utilization of active ma-
terials loaded in a large cell, thereby drastically reducing its energy
density from the coin cell benchmark. Indeed, the modeling study of
Zhao et al.7 revealed, for the first time, a direct and significant corre-
lation between cell energy density and the non-uniformity in current
distribution, as well as a potential to gain as much as 45% in cell energy
density through improving the current distribution in a large Li-ion
cell. Of equal importance, non-uniform current distribution results in
localized overcharge or overdischarge, compromising durability and
safety of large batteries. Therefore, understanding how these critical
parameters distribute under various design and operation conditions
greatly aids development of energy denser, safer, and more durable
Li-ion batteries.

In recent years, electrochemical modeling has been widely used in
the research and development of Li-ion batteries to gain insight into
internal processes, predict performance, optimize cell design and op-
eration, and accelerate development of new concepts/strategies.8–15 A
critical element for exercising battery models is experimental valida-
tion. Due to the non-uniform distribution of those critical parameters
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in a large Li-ion battery, a multi-dimensional (multi-D) battery model
needs to be validated against not only overall cell performance, but
also against spatially resolved data.

Therefore, it is of great importance to experimentally measure
such critical parameters as current density, temperature and SOC, in
Li-ion batteries locally, in order to reveal insight about their distribu-
tion characteristics and to provide spatially resolved data for multi-D
model validation. Considering that distribution of those parameters is
transient in nature, in-situ measurement is desired.

Prior research on this important topic has been very limited. As
an important indicator of Li-ion battery performance and aging, local
SOC received relatively more attention. Maire et al.16 developed an
in-situ colorimetry method to map SOC distribution based on the fact
that electrode materials change color upon lithium intercalation. They
demonstrated the application of this method in an aged graphite elec-
trode and observed highly non-uniform SOC distribution. Liu et al.17

and Nanda et al.18 respectively used X-ray micro-diffraction (μXRD)
and micron-resolution Raman spectroscopy for ex-situ mapping of the
SOC distribution, both in the through-plane and in-plane directions
of electrodes. As a powerful and non-invasive imaging technique,
neutron radiography has great potential for in-situ mapping of SOC
in Li-ion batteries, and the application was demonstrated by Butler
et al.19 and Siegel et al.20 As for local temperature measurement, Lee
et al.21 embedded two micro temperature sensors into a Li-ion bat-
tery and observed slightly higher internal temperature than surface
temperature during 1 C charge/discharge. Forgez et al.22 inserted a
thermocouple into the center of a 26650 Li-ion battery cell by drilling
to access the central hole of jelly roll. The temperature measured
by the internal thermocouple was compared with that measured on
the cell surface. Obvious temperature difference was observed during
pulse charge/discharge at high C rate. Forgez et al.22 also recorded
surface temperatures with infrared thermography, which showed very
slight temperature difference at different locations on the surface. By
developing a small pouch cell with multiple working electrodes and
multiple layers of separators, Ng et al.23 demonstrated measurement
of local current density across the thickness of electrode and observed
non-uniform current distribution even at very low C rate (C/37 in their
study).

While some progress has been made in experimentally observing
the non-uniform distribution in SOC, temperature or current den-
sity in Li-ion batteries, most work remained qualitative or provided
few measurement results. Some methods were restricted to surface
measurement16 or ex situ.17,18 To date, in-situ spatially resolved ex-
perimental data that can be readily used for model validation remain
elusive.
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Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental pouch cell with a segmented positive
electrode.

In this work, current distribution is measured in-situ along the
length of an electrode sheet using a newly developed pouch cell with
a segmented positive electrode. Current distribution under different
discharge C rates and ambient temperatures is systematically inves-
tigated. Based on the current distribution data, information of SOC
distribution during operation is also obtained. To our best knowledge,
the present work is the first attempt to measure current distribution
in-situ and provide spatially-resolved data for model validation.

Experimental

Experimental cell.— As schematically shown in Fig. 1, the exper-
imental cell consists of one negative electrode (with active material
coated on both sides of a Cu foil), two layers of separators, and multi-
ple positive electrode segments (10 in this study, with active material
coated on both sides of an Al foil). The negative electrode has one tab,
which serves as the negative terminal of the cell, while every positive
electrode segment has two tabs (with only one used in this study, as

shown in Fig. 1). The negative electrode and separators are folded in
a serpentine manner, with one positive electrode segment sandwiched
inside each fold.

In the experimental cell, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) and graphite
are used as positive and negative electrode materials. Celgard 2320
PP/PE/PP trilayer membrane (20 um thick)24 is used as separator. The
electrolyte is 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC:EMC:PC (45:50:5 v%). The thickness
of active material coating (each side) is 64 um in positive electrode
and 43 um in negative electrode. The thickness of Al foil is 15 um and
that of Cu foil is 10 um. Every positive electrode segment is 150 mm
long and 56.5 mm wide (i.e. the coating area). The negative electrode
is ∼1.8 m long. Many more details of electrode fabrication are given
elsewhere25 and thus not repeated here. The electrode-separator sand-
wich is assembled in a pouch cell. After electrolyte filling, the pouch
cell is sealed with one negative terminal and twenty positive terminals
exposed to the outside.

Experimental system.— Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the experi-
mental system in this work. Note that the segmented cell is unfolded
and simplified here for convenience of understanding. The 10 posi-
tive electrode segments are connected in parallel to a bus wire, each
through a shunt resistor (PLV7AL, 2 m� ± 0.5%, Precision Resistor
Co., USA) for local current sensing. By connecting the 10 positive
electrode segments in parallel and making resistance from the posi-
tive terminal bus to the Al tab uniform for each local channel, we can
suppress the effects of Al foil on current distribution so as to focus on
the effects of the negative Cu current collector. Such a configuration
is also representative of a prevailing battery design with continuous
tab along the positive electrode sheet (as the Al foil is more resistive)
and discrete tabs on the negative electrode sheet (as the Cu foil is less
resistive). A low resistance meter (3560, Hioki, Japan) is used to en-
sure that the resistance of shunt and connecting wires is the same for
every channel (4.0 ± 0.1 m� in this study), and resistance of the bus
wire is low enough to be negligible (<0.1 m�). The 4 m� resistance
of shunt and connecting wires introduced for current measurements
is negligibly small as compared to the internal resistance of each cell
segment (∼300 m� at room temperature).

A battery tester (BT2000, Arbin Instruments, USA) is used to
control the overall current/voltage of the experimental cell. A multi-
channel data acquisition (DAQ) unit (34970A, Agilent Technologies,
USA) is used to measure voltage drops across shunt resistors, which is
then converted to local currents. Overall cell voltage is also recorded
by the DAQ. All the data reported in this paper is recorded by the
DAQ with a time interval of one second. To investigate the effect
of the ambient temperature on current distribution, an environmental
chamber (Tenney T10c, Thermal Product Solutions, USA) is used to
control the ambient temperature during high- and low-temperature
tests.

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental system (cell unfolded and simplified; not to scale; arrows schematically showing current flow during discharge).
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Figure 3. Cell performance at various discharge C rates at 21◦C.

Test procedures.— Before every test, the battery tester and DAQ
are started and rested for one hour, then the cell is fully charged at room
temperature (21◦C) using a Constant Current-Constant Voltage (CC-
CV) protocol (1.5 A, 3.6 V max, 0.05 A cutoff). Subsequently, the cell
is rested for two hours (for test at 21◦C) or four hours (for tests at 45◦C
and 0◦C), allowing open circuit voltage (OCV) and temperature of the
cell to reach equilibrium before discharge. For tests under different
discharge conditions, the cell is discharged at specified C rate (based
on nominal capacity of 2.4 Ah) until its voltage drops to 2.7 V.

Results and Discussion

Overall cell performance.— Fig. 3 shows overall performance of
the experimental cell during discharge at various C rates (C/5, C/2,
1 C, 2 C and 4 C). The OCV performance is also shown, which is
obtained by discharging the cell at C/10 intermittently with a rest pe-
riod of one hour. As expected, the cell voltage and discharge capacity
decrease with increasing C rate, which can be attributed to higher
ohmic and kinetic overvoltage at higher current. The capacity at C/5
discharge is around 2.4 Ah, which is used as nominal capacity. The
OCV variation matches open circuit potential (OCP, vs Li/Li+) char-
acteristics of LFP26 and graphite27 very well, suggesting the OCV
variation is mainly from the OCP variation of graphite since LFP has
a very flat OCP curve in a wide range.

Current distribution during 1 C discharge.— Fig. 4 shows the
measured current distribution during 1 C discharge at 21◦C. Note that
local currents are made dimensionless after being normalized by the
average current for convenient comparison among different cases. The
discharge time is also made dimensionless for convenient comparison
by using the cell SOC to indicate discharge progress. Average current
(equal to the unity after normalization) and cell voltage are shown in
the figure as reference. Fig. 5 shows dimensionless spatial distribu-
tion of local currents at different levels of cell SOC, using the local
currents data extracted from Fig. 4. It can be seen clearly from these
two figures that current distribution is not uniform from beginning of
discharge and evolves significantly as discharge proceeds. Initially,
segments closer to the negative terminal produce higher local currents
than those farther away, i.e. I1 > I2 > I3. . . >I10. As discharge con-
tinues, local currents in segments with higher initial values generally
decrease, while those with lower initial values increase, which leads to
an entirely different pattern of current distribution near the end of dis-
charge (I1 < I2 < I3. . . ). Note that I9 is almost always slightly higher
than I10 because segment 9 has slightly higher capacity than other
segments (0.250 Ah vs 0.241 ± 0.004 Ah, obtained from integration
of local currents in time during C/5 discharge).

Figure 4. Local currents vs. cell state of charge (SOC) during 1 C discharge
at 21◦C.

The very non-uniform current distribution at the beginning of dis-
charge can be attributed to the resistance of the negative current col-
lector (10 um thick Cu foil, with resistance of ∼55 m� for the whole
length of 1.8 m). As schematically shown in Fig. 2, current flows
in the Cu foil from the negative terminal to the other end, gradually
decreases along the flow direction as local currents enter the negative
electrode. As the current flows in, considerable potential drop along
the Cu foil occurs due to its resistance. On the other hand, poten-
tials of segments on the positive side (joint of shunt resistor with bus
wire) are essentially equal due to negligible resistance of the bus wire.
Consequently, the local overvoltage is smaller for segments farther
from the negative terminal, thereby driving lower current according to
electrochemical kinetics (e.g. Butler-Volmer Equation).28 Therefore,
the farther a segment is from the negative terminal, the smaller the
local overvoltage is, and the lower current it generates. Higher SOC
remains in regions far away from the negative terminal.

As discharge proceeds, the regions farther away from the negative
terminal maintain higher SOC due to less current generation earlier
and hence produce higher local currents. The dramatic variation of
local currents during late stages of discharge can be attributed to the
counteracting effects between potential drop along the Cu foil and
the local SOC non-uniformity. The two effects counteract, tending to
balance the current distribution. Therefore, local currents in segments

Figure 5. Spatial current distribution at different cell SOC during 1 C dis-
charge at 21◦C.
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Figure 6. Local currents vs. cell SOC during C/5 discharge at 21◦C.

with higher initial values would decrease, while local currents in
segments with lower initial values would increase. When the effect of
local SOC non-uniformity overrides the effect of the ohmic potential
drop along the Cu foil, in the case near the end of discharge, the current
distribution would reverse in pattern, becoming entirely different from
that at the beginning of discharge. See Figs. 4 and 5.

Effects of C rate on current distribution.— C rate is an important
parameter for Li-ion battery operation, which influences both perfor-
mance and durability, so current distribution in the experimental cell
is measured at various C rates (C/5, C/2, 1 C, 2 C and 4 C) to in-
vestigate its effects. Results at C/5 and 4 C are shown in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7, respectively, for comparison with results at 1 C. It can be seen
clearly that local currents spread less during lower C-rate discharge,
indicating more uniform current distribution. This trend can be more
clearly seen from Fig. 8, in which the differences between I1 and
I10 during different C rate discharge are plotted together. Segments 1
and 10 are most apart along the negative current collector, and I1 and
I10 are most different, so their difference, i.e. the maximum �I, can
be used to represent the non-uniformity of current distribution in the
experimental cell.

The effects of C-rate on current distribution again can be attributed
to the opposing effects of potential drop along the Cu foil and the local
SOC non-uniformity. During low C rate discharge (C/5), potential
drop along the Cu foil is so small that the local current distribution

Figure 7. Local currents vs. cell SOC during 4 C discharge at 21◦C.

Figure 8. Maximum difference in local current during different C rate dis-
charge at 21◦C.

is controlled by local SOC non-uniformity. Indeed a wavy pattern,
evident from Figs. 6 and 8, results, reflective of multiple plateaus
and frequent slope changes seen in the OCV vs. SOC curve. On the
other hand, during high C rate discharge (4 C) the potential drop
along the Cu foil, amounting to ∼20 times larger than that during C/5
discharge, dominates the local current distribution. This dominance
by the ohmic potential drop creates smoothly varying patterns, as can
be seen clearly from Fig. 8 for the cases of 1 C, 2 C and 4 C. We
hypothesize that a battery operated in close vicinity to the equilibrium
features a wavy current distribution while a battery operated far away
from the equilibrium would exhibit a monotonic variation.

Effects of ambient temperature on current distribution.— Ambi-
ent temperature is another important operating parameter for Li-ion
batteries. Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the current distribution at elevated
temperature (45◦C) and lower temperature (0◦C) during 1 C discharge.
Comparison with the results at 21◦C, as shown in Fig. 4, clearly in-
dicates lower overall performance but more uniform current distri-
bution at lower ambient temperature. This interesting phenomenon
can be mainly attributed to the effects of temperature on the internal
resistance of Li-ion battery cells, which includes the ohmic resistance
(Ro), the charge transfer resistance (Rct) and the resistance of SEI
(Rsei). Previous studies4,29 show that the charge transfer resistance and
the SEI resistance increase dramatically at lower temperature while

Figure 9. Local currents vs. cell SOC during 1 C discharge at 45◦C.
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Figure 10. Local currents vs. cell SOC during 1 C discharge at 0◦C.

the ohmic resistance change little. According to the previous studies,
internal resistance of the experimental cell in this study would be
much higher at 0◦C in comparison with that at 21◦C. As suggested in
Fig. 2, higher charge transfer resistance and SEI resistance at lower
temperature would make the effects of ohmic potential drop along
the Cu foil less significant on the current distribution. Therefore, the
current distribution would be more uniform at lower temperature.
Obviously, higher internal resistance would reduce the overall perfor-
mance of the experimental cell due to higher overvoltage at the same
current. The better overall performance yet more non-uniform current
distribution at 45◦C agrees with the explanations as well.

Note that the resistance of Cu foil is slightly lower at lower temper-
atures (the temperature coefficient of Cu resistivity is ∼0.4%◦C−1),30

so the potential drop along the Cu foil is lower, which could also
contribute to the more uniform current distribution at low tempera-
tures. However, this effect is minor in comparison with the change of
charge-transfer and SEI resistances with temperature.

Local SOC distribution.— With information on local currents, lo-
cal SOC during discharge can be calculated, providing additional data
for model validation. Discharged capacity of every segment can be
calculated by integrating local current in time from beginning of dis-
charge. Then local SOC can be obtained by taking capacity of local
segment during C/5 discharge as reference of SOC = 100%.

Figure 11. Local SOC distribution at different cell SOC during 1 C discharge
at 21◦C.

Figure 12. Local SOC distribution at cutoff during different C rate discharge
at 21◦C.

Fig. 11 shows distribution of local SOC at different cell SOC during
1 C discharge. As expected, the SOC distribution first becomes more
and more non-uniform as discharge proceeds due to the higher local
currents closer to the negative terminal, and then the SOC distribution
becomes less non-uniform as discharge approaches end of discharge
due to the reversal of current distribution.

It is interesting to note that the SOC distribution is still not uniform
at cutoff for 1 C discharge. This phenomenon is even more obvious at
higher C rates, as can be seen from Fig. 12, which shows SOC distri-
bution at cutoff for different C rate discharge. For the 4 C discharge,
local SOC of segment 1 is around 30%, while that of segment 10 is
higher than 60%. Such highly non-uniform SOC distribution at cutoff
significantly under-utilizes the active materials loaded in the battery,
thereby reducing its energy density. Indeed, the very high SOC of seg-
ment 10 suggests that active materials in certain locations are largely
under-utilized, a significant waste of battery materials.

Note that non-uniform SOC distribution at cutoff suggests non-
uniform local OCV distribution, which causes internal balancing cur-
rents when the cell is placed on open circuit after cutoff. The internal
balancing currents were indeed observed in our experiments and a
detailed study on this topic is underway, which will be reported in a
future publication.

Conclusions

Current distribution in a Li-ion battery is measured in-situ for the
first time using a newly designed pouch cell with a segmented elec-
trode sheet. Results show that current distribution is not uniform from
the beginning of discharge and evolves dramatically as discharge pro-
ceeds. Initially, segments closer to the negative terminal have higher
local currents due primarily to the ohmic potential drop along the
negative current collector. On the contrary, near the end of discharge,
current distribution reverses in pattern, attributed to the effect of local
SOC non-uniformity. Effects of C rate and ambient temperature on
current distribution are investigated. It is found that current distribu-
tion is more uniform at lower C rates and lower temperatures. The
former can be attributed to lower potential drop along the current col-
lector foil at lower C rate, and the latter can be mainly attributed to
the cell’s higher internal resistance at lower temperature. SOC distri-
bution during discharge is also obtained based on the information on
local currents. It is found that SOC distribution is uneven during dis-
charge, even at cutoff during high C rate discharge, clearly indicating
under-utilization of active materials.
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